NOCTURNAL ANIMAL CARD ACTIVITY FOR DARK SKY TABLING EVENT
By Joe Frannea, Southern AZ Chapter of IDA revised April 1, 2020 (email is sky @ sa-ida.org)
OVERVIEW
This hands on activity is good for all ages and gets people immediately involved before they know what’s going
on which is a big plus for shy children. It involves placing animal cards into one of three categories, Diurnal,
Nocturnal or Crepuscular. This shows how many animals are Nocturnal, usually way more than half (maybe 60
to 70%) in your area. You then can relate this to the importance of Dark Skies, This is a very inexpensive
activity (materials about $10 or less) and fun for all ages.
SETTING UP THE ACTIVITY
You need a table surface about 36 inches or more wide and 30 or more inches deep. You sit on one side of the
table and the players approach on the other side. Works good for people who walk up or even walk by. Best if
they do not sit down so several can crowd in at once. You place the 3 tent cards on the table at the top near you
with the Crepuscular one in the middle so you have three columns to place the animal cards. Keep the animal
cards, minimum of about 30 works best, I like about 50. Put the cards in a few stacks by you off to the side to
hand out.
PLAYING THE ACTIVITY
When someone walks by or approaches your table you hand them 5 to 10 of the animal cards. Be sure there are
several of each of the Diurnal and Nocturnal categories. Normally the person will accept the cards without even
asking why. This is good, they are now engaged with you. If more than one person, try to give each one some
cards so they all can participate at the same time.
Explain that animals are either Nocturnal (night active/foragers), Diurnal (daytime active) or some of each being
Crepuscular, usually early morning, dawn and early evening, dusk. Now ask them to place their cards in one of
the three columns and just guess if they do not know. You can help sort into proper columns as they go or wait
until all cards played and then place in proper columns, don’t get too picky. Some children insist they are right
on something you know is wrong, just let if go. If someone walks up while in progress, just hand them some
cards to join in. You do not need to play all the cards. Sometimes I join in to have fun.
Ask them to look at the distribution of the animals and there will be more in the Nocturnal column than the
other two. Many are surprised, usually because they do not seem most of the Nocturnal animals because they
are sleeping. Show then the 8x10 photo of the light/dark cycles we need every day. Point out that since man
started using outdoor lights about 100 years ago we are robbing the night away from our Nocturnal animals as
illustrated by the light bulb in the night time cycle. You can also show then the simple light fixture 8x10 photo
indicating how important it is to shine all your lights downward when they need to be on, but not on all night if
possible. You can also explain that animals sleeping at night need a dark environment too. Birds do not roost
in lit up areas nd many bats will not enter lit up areas, etc.
GETTING MATERIALS YOU NEED AND PREPARATION
1) Make about 30 to 50 or more Animal cards. You can use the ones below or make your own for animals in
your area. Print them in color on a heavy paper, spray glue to card stock for rigidity and cut out in oval type
shapes. These store easily in a plastic bag.
2) Print the 3 pages of the Diurnal, Nocturnal and Crepuscular words to make tent cards for your three columns.
You can also tape them flat on the table.
3) I like to use two sticks to delineate the columns, you can use tape instead or even string or rope. It helps to
delineate specific columns to make it clear there are three categories.
4) Print the two 8x10 display cards in color, mount to card stock or foam core board for rigidity.
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A few notes...
According to a grad student that I spoke with who is doing research regarding large animal habitat, she said that
some like bears and lions are moving from Diurnal to Crepuscular to avoid their worst predator, man. When
they move to Crepuscular then that often forces some of their prey to favor Nocturnal or Diurnal.
Sometimes the outdoor temperature will change an animals habits to avoid excessive heat or the cold. Javelina
in the Tucson area are active in the day except when it gets hot then they sleep under a tree most of the day and
get active at dusk. I would also think that available food may also have some effect on habits and active times.
For younger kids, like one or two years old, you can just lay out some cards and ask them to pick their favorite
animal. Good luck getting your card back.
I often select certain animal cards for a student based on their age. I do not give the dead birds on the canvas to
a younger student, too gross. Sometimes I let a student select from their favorite animals. Try to make it fun and
educational at the same time.
If a parent insists on helping their child, I quickly give them a stack of cards to do their own thing and let the
child make their own decisions.
I like to give them something when they finish like a piece of candy or better yet, an “ I heart Dark Skies”
sticker and thank them for learning more about our favorite animals. And, be sure to tell others how import the
dark night is to most of our animals.

Known Nocturnal Animals (forgot the source of this)
Aardvark
Aardwolf
Aye-aye
Badger
Bat
Bat-eared fox
Beaver
Binturong
Bilby
Black Rhinoceros
Galago (bushbaby)
Bush rat
Caracal
Cat
Catfish
Chinchilla
Civet
Cockroach
Cougar
Coyote
Cricket
Cyprus spiny mouse
Dingo
Dwarf crocodile
Eastern woolly lemur
Firefly
Flying squirrel
Gerbil (some are diurnal or crepuscular)
Gray wolf
Great grey slug
Hamster
Hedgehog
Hermit crab
Honey badger
Hyena
Hoffmann's two-toed sloth
Iranian jerboa
Kangaroo (most, a few are crepuscular)
Koala (mostly nocturnal)
Kinkajou
Kit fox (mostly)
Leopard
Leopard gecko
Lion (bordering on crepuscular)
Margay
Mink (bordering on crepuscular)

Mouse
Nine-banded armadillo
Octodon (except the diurnal degus species)
Oncilla
Ocelot
Opossum
Owl
Panamanian night monkey
Pangolin
Paradoxical frog
Porcupine
Possum
Python regius
Rabbit rat
Raccoon
Red-eyed tree frog
Red fox
Scorpion
Skunk
Slow loris
Spectacled bear
Sportive lemur
Sugar glider
Tapeti
Tarantula
Tarsier
Tiger (most species)
Onychophora
Western woolly lemur
White-faced storm petrel (when caring for young)
White-tailed deer (or crepuscular)
Wombat

Definitions:
* Nocturnal - Active at Night (70%)
* Diurnal - Active in Day Time (20%)
* Crepuscular - Active Dawn & Dusk (10%)

(For tent cards)

Active at Night
(Nocturnal)

Active in Day Time
(Diurnal)

Active Dawn & Dusk
(Crepuscular)

